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Preface

In industrialized countries, distribution systems deliver electricity literally
everywhere, taking power generated at many locations and delivering it to
end users. Generation, transmission, and distribution—of the big three components of the electricity infrastructure, the distribution system gets the least
attention. Yet, it is often the most critical component in terms of its effect on
reliability and quality of service, cost of electricity, and aesthetic (mainly
visual) impacts on society.
Like much of the electric utility industry, several political, economic, and
technical changes are pressuring the way distribution systems are built and
operated. Deregulation has increased pressures on electric power utilities to
cut costs and has focused emphasis on reliability and quality of electric
service. The great fear of deregulation is that service will suffer because of
cost cutting. Regulators and utility consumers are paying considerable attention to reliability and quality. Customers are pressing for lower costs and
better reliability and power quality. The performance of the distribution
system determines greater than 90% of the reliability of service to customers
(the high-voltage transmission and generation system determines the rest).
If performance is increased, it will have to be done on the distribution system.
Utilities are looking for the most cost-effective and efficient management of
their distribution assets.
This book is a spinoff from the Electric Power Distribution Handbook (2004)
that includes the portions of that handbook that target equipment and applications of equipment. It includes overhead designs, underground issues and
applications, and voltage regulation and capacitor applications. Managing
these assets is key to controlling costs, regulating voltage, controlling maintenance, and managing failures. Proper specification, application, and maintenance will improve equipment reliability, which will help reduce costs,
improve safety, and improve customer reliability.
I hope you find useful information in this book. If it’s not in here, hopefully,
one of the many bibliographic references will lead you to what you’re looking
for. Please feel free to e-mail me feedback on this book including errors,
comments, opinions, or new sources of information—I’d like to hear from
you. Also, if you need my help with any interesting consulting or research
opportunities, I’d love to hear from you.
Tom Short
EPRI Solutions, Inc.
Schenectady, NY
t.short@ieee.org
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